We are proposing two greedy and a new linear programming based approximation algorithm for the total positive influence dominating set problem in weighted networks. Applications of this problem in weighted settings include finding: a minimum cost set of nodes to broadcast a message in social networks, such that each node has majority of neighbours broadcasting that message; a maximum trusted set in bitcoin network; an optimal set of hosts when running distributed apps etc. Extensive experiments on different generated and real networks highlight advantages and potential issues for each algorithm.
Introduction
In complex networks, one often wants to control or support a dynamic process unfolding on the network. For instance, it is beneficial to have a support community for a social network intervention to work on an individual (see e.g. [13] ), so that change affirmative messages can come from multiple sources. For this reason, an intervention designer might want to identify a support subset of the whole social network, which will form the basis for intervention. In media and communication, conflicting messages often travel through the network. Identifying the minimum set of nodes that can broadcast a particular message, so that each node hears that message from majority of its neighbours would be useful (one can assume that a 'broadcasting' cost is associated to each node). In distributed systems, each node often has a cost assigned of running a distributed app. Then, the aim is to find the most cost effective subset of nodes in order to offer some resilience guarantees to all users -for example, that each node has at least α * 100% of its neighbourhood running the app.
In graph theory, a set of nodes such that all the other, or indeed all the nodes are connected to that set is called a dominating set. The related optimisation problem of finding a dominating set of minimum size is NP-complete [12] . From the 1950s onward, different variants of this problem have been investigated. Based on problems in ad-hoc communications networks, k-domination was explored where each node not in the dominating set needs to have at least k neighbours in the dominating set. Similarly, two versions, positive influence dominating set where all nodes not in the dominating set D have to have at least half of its neighbourhood in D (or all nodes for the total version) were proposed. A generalised version, for any percentage of neighbourhood: α domination (where each node, except those in dominating set, needs to have at least α * 100 percent of its neighbours in the dominating set) is proposed in [9] . Finally, α-rate domination is defined in [11] where nodes in the dominating set are included in the requirement, and the constraint is imposed on the closed neighbourhood (neighbours and the node itself). Again, finding minimum cardinalities of α and α-rate dominating sets is NP-complete. In this work, we propose and experimentally analyse three new algorithms for the total positive influence dominating set problems on weighted networks, thus looking into a more general problem.
In the next section we give preliminaries and a quick overview of the relevant previous work. In Section 3, we present two greedy algorithm variants based on different strategies for node selection. In Section 4, an algorithm that exploits the network's community structure is proposed. We analyse the results obtained from different algorithms ran on families of random generated graphs and realworld networks in Section 5. Finally, we discuss our results and give some pointers to future work in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Let G(V, E), where V is a set of nodes, and E is the set of edges between them, be a simple, undirected graph (network) with non-negative weights on the nodes, defined by a function w :
We denote with w v the weight of a node v. Let d v denote a degree (a number of connections) for each v ∈ V . The neighbourhood N (v) of v is a set of all adjacent nodes to v, thus
We relax the last assumption and discuss the problem when α ∈ (0, 1) instead. The weight of D is W D = v∈D w v . We want to find the minimum weight TPIDS (MWTPIDS).
For each v i ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ n let the variable x i has the following meaning: x i = 1 if v i is contained in MWTPIDS and x i = 0 otherwise. We consider the following linear programming relaxation LP of an integer program IP that describes MWTPIDS (see [27] ):
The LP 1 is polynomial-time solvable and we can compute an optimal solution {x i } 1≤i≤n . If we denote with IP OP T an optimal solution of the corresponding integer program IP we have that
Previous work
Due to their suitability to a wide range of applications in networks design and control, variants of domination problems have been studied thoroughly. This includes a study of corresponding computational complexities for different variants and development of exact and approximation algorithms (e.g. [17] , [1] , [26] ). The widely explored variants include the basic dominating set problem and its weighted version where weights are on nodes. The minimum weighted dominating set problem is one of the classic NP-hard optimisation problems in network theory [12] . A generalisation of the domination set problem on node-weighted networks, where the direct connections are replaced with shortest paths corresponding to some measure f defined on the nodes of a network, was explored in [5] . The authors have used randomised rounding to prove the approximation ratio of O(log ∆ ) for their algorithm, where ∆ is the maximum cardinality of the sets of nodes that can be dominated by any single node through the defined shortest paths. Molnar et al. [22] proposed probabilistic dominating set selection strategies for large heterogeneous non-weighted graphs and explored how the structure of networks influences performances of degree dependent probabilistic method based approximation algorithms and greedy algorithms. Another generalisation, the α-domination problem, was introduced by Dunbar et al. in [9] , where each node not in the dominating set is required to have at least α * 100 percents of neighbours in the dominating set. Similarly, the concept of α-rate domination [11] requires each node in the network to have at least α * 100 percents of the closed neighbourhood in the dominating set. Both the α and α-rate domination problems are proven to be NP-complete. New upper bounds and randomised algorithms for finding the α and α-rate domination sets in terms of a parameter α and network node degrees on undirected simple finite graphs are provided by using the probabilistic method in [10] and [11] .
Wang et al. [28] investigated the propagation of influence in the context of social networks. They introduced new variants of domination such as the positive influence dominating set (PIDS) and total positive influence dominating set (TPIDS). Actually, the definitions of PIDS is equivalent to α-dominating set problem for a special case when α = 1/2. Dinh et al. [8] have generalised PIDS and TPIDS by allowing any 0 < α < 1, presenting a linear time exact algorithm for trees, and approximation algorithms for minimum PIDS and TPIDS within a factor ln ∆ + O(1), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the network A new greedy algorithm for minimum TPIDS is proposed in [7] and compared with two previous greedy strategies, noting that for PIDS and TPIDS different strategies are needed. Minimum TPIDS (as defined here, although the authors are calling it PIDS) is presented as an integer linear program in [21] . In [27] , the alpha-rate domination on node-weighted networks is investigated. An algorithm based on randomised rounding of linear programming formulation of the problem is given, with a proof of its approximation ratio to be log 2 ∆(G), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the network. With a slight modification, this algorithm can be applied to MWTIPDS, but for large networks, solving LP takes time [18] . Here we contribute with three fast alternatives and compare the quality of results for different network types.
Greedy algorithms
In this section, we consider two greedy techniques for solving the minimum weighted total positive influence dominating set problem. The Algorithm 1 below describes a generic greedy algorithm to find MWTPIDS, where we assign a cost function g (defined on the next page) to all nodes according to their weight and degree, and select the nodes with minimal cost to be in the dominating set.
Algorithm 1 Greedy algorithms for MWTPIDS
for k <= r do 8:
add arg min v g(v) to D { Add smallest r nodes according to g } 9:
end for 10:
end for 13: end while 14: return D; { D is a low-weight α-rate dominating set}
As expected with a greedy process, this does not necessarily yield the optimal solution. We consider and implement two different strategies of cost computation, that determines the nodes added to the dominating set. Those are:
where n is the number of v's neighbours that are in D or dominated, and the cost g(v) = wv cv , thus the nodes with large degree (discounting for neighbours that are already in domination set or dominated), but smaller weight are picked up first;
cv (S are the dominated nodes), hence the nodes with smaller weight and large neighbourhood weight are picked up first (again, we discount for neighbours already in D or dominated).
The first strategy S1 tries to balance minimising weight with the minimising the size of a dominating set. The second strategy S2 is based on reasoning that it should be beneficial to take 'light' nodes with 'heavy' neighbourhoods as then less heavy neighbours will be needed in the dominating set. In both cases when we calculate cost-functions, we are not considering nodes already in dominating set or dominated.
Since we may need to browse through all the neighbours of nodes in V , in total it can take O(n 2 ) steps to calculate domination rate for each node v ∈ V (G). Then computing and sorting a cost function g for each node can take O(n 2 ) steps in the worst case. This needs to be recomputed in each loop iteration, hence, in total, the set D can be computed in O(n 3 ) steps.
4 An algorithm using community structure -RRWC As the range and size of a network determine the size of the linear programme that needs to be solved, we investigated the so called block separability strategy. Our problem in its linear programming form 1, similar to the one in [27] , when there is a genuine community structure in the network, can benefit from block separability (see [4] ). The community structure here means that almost all the edges belonging to the nodes inside a community are toward the nodes in the same community and only very few are to the nodes in other communities. Therefore, the cost function can be (approximately) separated across the communities, the adjacency matrix is (approximately) block-diagonal, so we can solve LPs similar to those in 1 separately for each community (note that this can be done in parallel). Firstly, we split a network into communities, then we solve a linear programme for each of communities, and use randomised rounding inside communities. Finally, we check if all the nodes are α dominated, and if not, we add a required number of nodes to the final solution. We implemented this algorithm in Python using NetworkX, and the module Community 4 that deploys the Louvain method of community detection given in [2] .
We will denote this algorithm AlgRRWC and it is presented below, see Algorithm 2 (RRWC stands for randomised rounding with communities). for all xi do 7: r = random.unif orm(0, 0.5) 8:
if r < xi then 9:
add xi to D 10:
end if 11:
end for 12:
for all xi do 13:
if |D ∩ N (vi)| < α * N (vi) then 14:
violation= 1 
Results
We have applied our algorithms on three real-life networks obtained from Facebook and Bitcoin Alpha. In addition, to thoroughly test advantages and potential issues for each algorithm, we created three types of random networks and several graph colouring benchmark random graphs. All experiments were run on a MacBookPro, MacOS High Sierra 10.13.6 with Intel Core i7 at 3.5GHz and 16GB of RAM.
Real-life networks
Firstly, two publicly available Facebook networks from network repository were obtained [25] . The first one, socfb-mich67 (fb1) is quite dense without obvious community structure, while the other one, socfb-nips-eg (fb2) is relatively sparse connecting different ego-nets. The largest connected component is extracted in each case and a random integer from 1 to 10 is assigned as a weight to each node.
We also used a real network from [19] , Bitcoin-alpha network 'who-trusts-whom network of people who trade using Bitcoin on a platform called Bitcoin Alpha'. This is a directed network with integer edge weights from −10 (total distrust) to +10 (total trust). Pre-processing was needed, in order to have positive weights only, and to turn maximisation into minimisation problem. We added 10 to each edge score, and then calculated the node weights w v in following way: for each node v, W v denoted the sum of all incoming edges' weights, then
so that all weights are between 0 and 1. We then converted the edges to undirected. In this way, a minimum weight (most trusted) set of nodes is obtained, such that each node had at least α neighbours in that set. 
Random networks
We have generated three different types of random networks, with 10 networks of each type. They all had a similar number of nodes and edges and were created using methods from the NetworkX [14] package. We also used some of random graphs from DIMACS graph colouring benchmarks [24] and [23] . Weights were assigned uniformly at random from integers between 1 and 10 (including the boundaries).
Random networks, ER type Often used as a benchmark, our first type, ER network, Erdös-Rényi model [3] is obtained by choosing uniformly at random from a family G(n, m) of all possible networks on n nodes with m edges [3] resulting in a small diameter, high clustering coefficient and no genuine community structure. We used dense_gnm_random_graph method from NetworkX with parameters n = 500, m = 5000 to create those networks and denote them with ER.
Preferential attachment -high clustering networks, PN type We used another NetworkX method powerlaw_cluster_graph to create networks that result in approximate power-law degree distribution and high average clustering (we used parameters n = 500, m = 10 random edges for each node, 0.8 for probability of triangles) [15] again without genuine community structure. These networks are denoted with PN.
Planted l-partition networks, PLP type Additionally, we have created networks that consisted of several interlinked modules or communities (in our case 5 communities with equal sizes of 100). In these networks (also called planted l-partition graphs [6] ) nodes in the same community or subgraph are interconnected with higher probability, in our case p in = 0.18 (this value provides each community similar to other types of networks density), and nodes of different communities are connected with much smaller probability, in our case p out = 0.0001. We used random_partition_graph NetworkX method. This results in networks having recognisable modular or block structure -with a lot of links inside those 5 communities and only few links between different communities.
Graph colouring benchmark random graphs We have also downloaded three random networks of different density: dsjc250-5 (an ER graph, but using G(n, p) family of all graphs with n nodes and a probability of an edge between any two nodes p with n = 250 and p = 0.5) from [16] again without community structure, quite dense; r250-1 from [24] geometric random graph formed by randomly placing 250 vertices in a unit square, then putting edges between any two vertices that are within 0.1 distance of each other also from [16] , relatively sparse with (local neighbourhoods) community structure.; fpsol2-i-3 from [23] from [20] register allocation graphs -a conflict graph of variables, with an edge between the two if they are active in the same range of code, with density between the other two, and some community structure. The weights for all the networks listed above were created by picking uniformly a random number from 1 to 10. The descriptive statistics for these networks are given in Table 2 .
Comparison
We used Gurobi 5 , a state-of-the art commercial mathematical programming solver through its Python interface, to obtain the exact IP solutions for smaller networks. AlgRR from [27] , slightly adapted to MWTPIDS, which considers the whole adjacency matrix inside a linear program, was used for larger networks. We can see from Table 3 that, as expected, AlgRRWC performs well for networks with well defined community structure (PLP graphs, fpsol2-i-3, and fb2 graph). It is much faster than AlgRR (times given include the computation of communities), in some instances three orders of magnitude, providing solutions of similar order to AlgRR and sometimes outperforming it. Comparing two greedy algorithms we observe that no simple winner between the two emerges. AlgG S1 performs better than AlgG S2 and AlgRRWC on ER and r250 graphs, while AlgG S2 is better on PN and dsjc250-5 graphs. For real networks, they are competitive with AlgRRWC only on bitcoin network for higher threshold where both perform identically. Overall AlgRRWC times and results are competitive with two greedy algorithms, and therefore, AlgRRWC is recommended as a much faster alternative to AlgRR for larger networks. 
Conclusions
Finding the set of minimum weight in a network such that each node has at least α percentage of its neighbours in that set can be applied to different control and intervention problems in distributed computing and social networks. Until now, up to our knowledge, the weighted version of total positive influence domination problem did not receive much attention. Our contributions consist of two greedy strategies and a novel linear programming based algorithm for this problem. We thoroughly test all proposed algorithms on a diverse set of random and real-life networks with different structures. Splitting linear programming formulation over communities and patching up a solution offers much faster solution, when compared with the whole network linear program AlgRR, and as expected, produces sometime even better solutions when networks have relatively well defined community structure. Two greedy strategies, one choosing nodes by sorting them according to their ratio of degree and weight and the other of choosing 'lighter' nodes with 'heavier' neighbourhood, seem to be perform better than AlgRRWC only for ER and PN graphs of moderate size, but with inferior solutions. For real-life networks with community structure AlgRRWC is viable and much faster alternative to AlgRR.
It would be interesting to explore if conditioning of matrices used in linear programming formulation can speed up solutions significantly and to see how Table 3 . Alpha-rate domination sets' average sizes (#), average weights (W) and average running times (T) for AlgG S1, AlgG S2, AlgRRWC and AlgRR for three different types of networks (with a sample of 10 networks for each type) and three random networks from DIMACS graph-colouring benchmark set. In bold is given the best result of the three new algorithms, and a star denotes when AlgRRWC is better than AlgRR. For smaller networks Gurobi can be treated as a ground truth.
AlgG S1
AlgG Table 4 . Alpha-rate domination sets' sizes (#), weights(W) and running times(T) for AlgG S1, AlgG S2, AlgRRWC and AlgRR for real-world networks and α = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 respectively.
AlgG S1 AlgG S2 AlgRRWC AlgRR combination of matrix rank, density and block-models structure influences the quality and time of solutions. Also, further investigation of how skewed weight distributions affect different algorithms is needed. We hope that our results will be helpful for network analysts in many different applications across social and communication networks. Python code and networks will be made available on GitHub 6 .
